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Figure 1. Qualitative comparison of the EX video that contains 404 low-resolution planar frames capturing

spiral motion. This is an unseen video as it is not used during training. DIH failed to register in just few

frames. FEAT is unable to handle this data and slowly drifts away because of the added challenges due to

poor visual quality. Yet the proposed FVM generated a reliable mosaic with minimum drift.
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Figure 2. Qualitative comparison of PHN1 video that contains 681 non-planar frames captured with

freehand that followed a circular trajectory. Both DIH and FEAT drifted away after 50 frames due to

non-planar views and long-range video. FVM generated mosaic with minimum drift that is veri�ed by

observing the loop closure at Frame 681.
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Figure 3. Qualitative comparison of PHN2 video containing 350 frames. DIH failed in less than 10 frames.

In the case of FEAT, tracking is lost in less than 50 frames as the method did not detect enough reliable

features for matching. FVM results are promising compared to FEAT and DIH but introduces drift due to

heavy occlusions and non-planar view (contrast enhanced mosaics for better visualisation).
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Figure 4. Qualitative comparison of INVI video that contains 150 frames having occlusion due to fetus,

�oating particles, illumination variation and low pixel resolution. DIH failed to register consecutive frames

in this sequence. FEAT lost tracking around 50th frame due to inaccurate feature matches. However,

FVM gave meaningful mosaic compared to FEAT and DIH.


